La Roca Range Meat Contract
La Roca Range provides quality beef to our customers for your enjoyment. We have created this agreement to
insure that we do our part and you do your part.
La Roca Range will provide a _________________________ grass fed/grain finished steer to buyer.
Buyer agrees to pay: $_____________________
This agreement begins on the date signed below and deposit of $__________________ is received.
Deposit due by:______________________
Payment must be made in U.S. Dollars. Payment form may be cash, check or credit card. Credit card payments
incur a 3% service fee. All forms of payment must clear the customer’s bank before steer will be transferred.
Deposits, including partial deposit payments, are only refundable if La Roca Range fails to provide the steer.
Deposits, including partial deposit payments, will not be refunded if Buyer cancels Agreement without
concurrence of La Roca Range, if Buyer fails to make final payment as agreed to above, or if payment fails to
clear La Roca Range bank.
This antibiotic free steer will be grain finished for the final 90 days with a finished weight of approximately 1200
pounds.
At the end of the 90 day finishing period, the steer will be transferred to the processor and La Roca Range
agrees that it will be of sound health at transfer.
Title to steer will transfer to customer upon payment of all agreed fees and delivery to processor.
La Roca Range’s responsibility for the steer ends when transfer to processor is complete.
Customer is responsible for contacting processor to choose processing services and cuts of meat.
Customer is responsible for paying the processor for their services.
This Agreement may be modified only in writing and signed by both parties. Email messages confirming
agreement by both parties will suffice and be considered as modifications to this contract.
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